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Environmental chemistry, a science at a crossroads

Many chemists working in the field of environmental chemistry
will have experienced the feeling of being looked down on by
other chemists doing ‘real science’. The roots of this attitude

may lie in a profound misunderstanding of what environmental
chemistry is actually about, a misunderstanding fostered by the
unusual position of environmental chemistry among scientific

disciplines. Some causes and effects are examined below.
According to Oreskes’ perceptive analysis,[1] scientific dis-

ciplines can be grouped in two families:

� Earth sciences, which seek to understand nature ‘as it is’
rather than to reduce it to its constituent parts. Traditionally,

Earth Sciences study the context itself and work by induc-
tive generalisation from observation. This methodological
approach favours explanation.

� Physical sciences (including chemistry), which isolate phe-
nomena from their context in nature in order to understand
their invariant characteristics. This reductionist approach,

whose ultimate objective is establishing the ‘laws of nature’,
emphasises prediction. It has become mainstream nowadays
that prediction is part and parcel of the scientific method.

Clearly, as a discipline, environmental chemistry straddles
the inductive explanatory approach linked to any study

of Earth systems and the reductionist predictive approach
characteristic of chemistry. The tension that this situation
generates is often not fully understood, even by environmental

chemists. Thus, titles such as ‘From environmental analytical
chemistry to ecotoxicology – a plea for more concepts and
less monitoring and testing’,[2] written 30 years ago when

the discipline was at an early stage of its development, already
reflects a certain lack of understanding of its roots in implying
that ‘mature science’ is not compatible with extensive field

measuring and data collection (i.e. ‘monitoring’). Indeed the
authors added ‘Monitoring data can rarely be generalised
unless one knows the significant interrelationships and interac-
tions between the parts of an ecological system’. The authors

take-home message relies on the conception that collecting data
– and any associated inductive approach – is merely the first step
in the development of a field as it matures into a ‘real science’

where deduction and ‘laws’ reign. This is nothing more than a
reflection of Popper’s caricature of inductive science as a
‘bucket method’ of acquiring knowledge. Founding books of

environmental chemistry (e.g. Stumm and Morgan,[3] Buffle,[4]

Morel and Hering[5] and Schwarzenbach et al.[6] to cite just a
few in my area of expertise) have continued in this direction,

emphasising the study of processes and largely neglecting the

possible value of inductive approaches. It is undeniable that
many of these texts have played a key role in the development of
the discipline, but they may perhaps have also smothered some

of its potential strengths.
Furthermore, the common description of natural systems as

‘dirty’ is emblematic of (some) environmental chemist’s unease

when facedwith natural systems, exemplified in statements such
as ‘yenvironmental systems y are much ‘dirtier’ (i.e. more
complex)’.[7] Such examples abound in the literature and may
reflect the difficulty of applying strict deductive ‘recipes’, and

ways of thinking, to the study of natural systems. Probably, one
of the cases where the ‘dirtiness’ and, consequently, the limits of
applying the deductive approach to an environmental issue,

are most evident is with humic substances whose complexity
and elusive nature have largely eluded traditional chemical
approaches. Chemists’ amazement when faced with these

substances is perfectly expressed in Schnitzer’s statement:
‘The molecular heterogeneity of humic materials is the main
obstacle to arriving at a valid concept of the chemical structure

of these materials. As structural organic chemistry is based
primarily on the availability of molecularly homogeneous
materials, the structure of humic substances will be a major
preoccupation of SOM [soil organic matter] chemists for some

time to come’.[8]

Curiously, the general acceptance of deduction and predic-
tion as a sine qua non for ‘practising real science’ has recently

been counterbalanced by the current vogue for studying ‘com-
plexity’ and ‘emergence’. Sentences such ‘The failure of reduc-
tionism’[9] or ‘when faced with multidimensional problems

take a crude look at the whole’ (Revkin[10] citing Gell-Mann)
have become widespread in the scientific literature, even if
sometimes tempered by authors such as Anderson in his classic

article ‘More is different’,[11] ’the reductionist hypothesis does
not by any means imply a constructionist one’. Defining
‘complexity’ and related terms is not straightforward.As pointed
out by Johnson in a clarifying text,[12] complex system research

suffers from a lack of precision when people refer to ‘emergent
properties’ and a wide range of views are covered by a common
umbrella. Nevertheless, these concepts have expanded and

proved extremely useful in many fields such as the study of
neural networks, ecosystems, etc., but they are rarely found in
environmental chemistry – a close and potentially receptive

discipline – where the notion of complexity is still largely
equated with complication. For instance, a review of Environ-
mental Chemistry searching for ‘emergence’ retrieved zero
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articles, whereas ‘complexity’ retrieved seven – but in all cases

the word was used as a synonym of ‘complicated’ (e.g. ‘Neither
of these models considers the complexity of internal subcellular
fractionation’[13] or ‘ybecause of its complexity, it remains

unproven today’[14]). A search in Environmental Science and

Technology produced five articles that included the word
‘complexity’ in their titles, but again always as a synonym of
‘complicated’ (e.g. ‘Complexity behind biotech corn not

addressed’[15] or ‘Model complexity needed for quantitative
analysis of high resolution isotope and concentration data from
a toluene-pulse experiment’[16]). Four titles included ‘emer-

gence’ but also with a difference in meaning (e.g. ‘Emergence
flux declines disproportionately to larval density along a
stream metals gradient’[17] or ‘The emergence of treatment

wetlands’[18]). A search for ‘emergent properties’ in Environ-

mental Science and Technology (anywhere in the text) gave
25 articles. After browsing them, only four papers were
deemed possibly relevant, and a detailed reading of these

showed that none really dealt with or used such properties:
either the words appeared in isolated sentences pointing
to tentative hypotheses (‘A key question is whether the

different relaxation time compartments identified in the spec-
tra can be assigned to separate some soil components or
whether they are an emergent property produced by interac-

tions leading to the structure of the soil mixture.’[19]), only in
the abstract (‘The use of coupled process models in the
system model of CO2-PENS provides insights into the emer-

gent behaviour of aggregate processes that could not be
obtained by using individual process models.’[20]) or expressed
wishes rather than facts (‘Once the properties and scales of
emergence have been delineated, new conceptual models can

be created that will encompass physical/chemical hetero-
geneities as well as scale related chemical behaviors.’[21]). It
seems clear that the notions of ‘complexity’ and ‘emergence’

are perceived as positive but that the concepts have not yet
permeated the discipline.

Environmental chemistry conceptual toolkit

The future of environmental chemistry as a scientific discipline

is dependent on its ability to reconcile inductive and reductionist
approaches in a purposeful way. This means simultaneously
embracing both approaches without granting either one intel-

lectual superiority over the other. In practice, we need to adopt
the following.

An inductive attitude

We should put all data on a given subject together and look
for patterns and correlations. This is different from collecting
data just for narrative reviews or even data digestion. Paraphras-

ing Oreskes when commenting onWhewell, ‘induction is an act
of creative insight that gives meaning to large bodies of
observational evidence’[1,22] and environmental chemistry as a
discipline needs to exploit this fully. These last 30 years an

incredible amount of data has been collected, both from natural
compartments (air, soil, water) and from environmentally rele-
vant processes in the laboratory.We need to exploit the potential

hidden in existing data by applying appropriate data mining and
treatment procedures. I personally explored, in a modest and
tentative way, this path in a somewhat controversial study[23]

and I remain convinced of the power of the approach even if I
also experienced the difficulty of convincing the directly
involved scientific community of the value of the approach.

A reductionist attitude

Without any doubt, detailed knowledge of molecular and
microscopic scale processes is needed to understand what is

observed at themacro scale. Although examples are probably not
necessary here, let us consider, for instance, the elegant example
provided in Harada and Takahashi,[24] where the different

behaviour of Se and Te in seawater is explained by the different
inner v. outer sphere complexation behaviour towards ferrihy-
drite of these otherwise similar elements (Fig. 1). However, even

if the importance of molecular and microscale understanding is
generally accepted, some points need to be addressed. First, this
type of causative link will always remain tentative to some
degree as it is not generally possible to modify environmental

systems in the same way that conditions in a chemical experi-
ment in the laboratory can be (with the exception of a few
interesting but inherently restricted cases such as the Experi-

mental Lakes Area in western Ontario, Canada[25]). Second, the
fact that causation is inherently tentative does notmean scientific
articles need to include a long discussion section full of more or

less justified causative links and be plagued with sentences
starting by ‘possibly’, ‘probably’, ‘may be’, etc. Third, science
being considered equivalent to prediction has led to taking

mechanistic prediction across temporal and spatial scales in
environmental systems for granted. A detailed discussion of
the subject of prediction is outside the scope of this paper;
the reader is referred to Oreskes’ insightful texts[1,26] on the

subject. However, because it is often ignored that ‘testing
the models with laboratory or field data to assess their ‘cor-
rectness’ or ‘validity’ really tests their consistency with data, not
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of Se and Te species sorbed on ferrihydrite (outer- or
inner-sphere complex). Understanding the interactions of
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Fig. 1. Example of study where a macroscopic observation is explained by

molecular level measurements. The figure is reproduced with its legend

because it shows a typical example of a common ‘philosophy’ applied in the

study of environmental systems. Reproduced from Takahashi.[33]
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necessarily their proximity to truth’[27] and that this consistency
is often reached through extensive (hidden) parameter fitting, it
is clear that there is an urgent need to acknowledge the (hidden)
degree of empiricism associated to the current use of apparently

mechanistic-based modelling in many fields such as, for
instance, ecotoxicicity assessment.[28] This, of course, opens
the question of the extent to which considering environmental

chemistry a strictly deductive science might be an illusion.

Without neglecting the potential interest of effectively introduc-
ing ‘complexity’ concepts into current environmental chemistry

practice, we should alreadymake better use of global parameters
when integrating inductive and deductive strategies: environ-
mental chemistry is characterised by the extensive use of
operationally defined parameters. They are often considered

as unfortunately unavoidable and, somehow, the lesser of two
evils (the other option being having nothing whatsoever!)
because they do not measure the ‘real’ pieces of the environ-

mental jigsaw and have poor ‘predictive value’. However, some
of these parameters provide information that is interesting per se
because it integrates the results of different ‘real’ processes. If

properly used and understood, such global parameters may
provide a better insight on natural systems than the hypothetical
possibility of being able to measure all the ‘real’ pieces of the
jigsaw while, in the end, ignoring how they combine in nature

(i.e. using global parameters as a kind of ‘low-cost’ complexity
descriptors). A nice example of an existing use of global
parameters is offered by trace element speciation studies.

Together with the measurement of some pieces of the jigsaw

(column A in Fig. 2) and strictly reductionist-based procedures
(i.e. traditional thermodynamic speciation modelling, column D
in Fig. 2), speciation techniques also include Generalised
Composite methods (columns B and C in Fig. 2) with the

measurement of global parameters, such as water complexation
capacities and binding constants (column C).[29] Coexistence of
two different strategies is also found in other fields, such as in

the study of environmental colloids[30] where an approach that
tends to emphasise complexity and heterogeneity and attempts
to describe colloid behaviour by using global descriptors (pow-

er-laws) coexists with a second, reductionist approach that
targets selected fractions for detailed analysis of specific fea-
tures that might be extrapolated back to the bulk pool. Many

years ago, Tipping already recognised that drawing the different
approaches together was a major, ‘perhaps insurmountable’,
challenge in the field.[31] Theoretical thinking about these issues
is rare in environmental chemistry.

Corollary

Understanding that two scientific traditions support environ-

mental chemistry as a discipline will foster its development by,
on the one hand, exploiting the value hidden in the huge amounts
of existing data and, on the other, correctly applying deductive-
based prediction tools. As Murray Gell-Mann once said ‘We

have to get rid of the idea that careful study of a problem in some
narrow range of issues is the only kind of work to be taken
seriously, while integrative thinking is relegated to cocktail

party conversation’.[32]
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the different approaches used to study the chemical speciation of trace elements in water. I took

the Generalised Composite and Component Additivity terms from a presentation by Jim Davis at the NEA Symposium – From

Thermodynamics to the Safety Case, Kalsruhe, 17–19 May 2010; a description of the concepts applied to sorption can be found in

Goldberg et al.[34] Figure reproduced from Filella.[29] The reader will find a detailed description of the approaches in this reference.
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